2004 ford f150 starter relay location

Fuse box in passenger compartment. The fuse panel is located under the right-hand side of the
instrument panel. Remove the trim panel and fuse box cover to access the fuses. To remove the
fuse box cover, place a finger behind the PULL tab and your thumb above the PULL tab as
shown in the illustration, then pull the cover off. Indicator flasher relay , Brake pedal position
switch , Deactivator switch 9C Exterior rear view mirror switch 17B , Seat adjust switch, driver
side front 14A , Driver seat module 14C Heated seat module, driver side front 14C , Heated seat
module, passenger side front 14C , Body conitol module 15K Audio unit 18C , Roof opening
panel switch , Door lock switch, passenger side , Door lock switch, driver side Adjustable pedal
switch. Seat adjust switch, driver side front 14A , Driver seat module 14C Heated seat module,
driver side front 14C , Heated seat module, passenger side front 14C Exterior rear view mirror,
driver side. Exterior rear view mirror, passenger side. Brake pedal position switch. Positive
crankcase ventilation heater, ABS control module. Rear window wiper motor. Indicator flasher
relay, Parking Aid Module PAM , Electronic compass, Electrochromatic inside mirror unit,
Heated seat module, driver side front Heated seat module, passenger side front, Body security
module. Seat weight sensor module. Restraints control module. Audio unit. Roof opening panel
switch. Door lock switch, passenger side, Door lock switch, driver side. Evaporative emission
EVAP canister vent valve. Headlamp right Headlamp left. Instrument cluster. Fog lamps Main
light switch. Main light switch Multifunction switch. Power sliding window switch, rear. Roof
opening panel module. Master window adjust switch. Window adjust switch, passenger side.
Parking Aid Module PAM , Electronic compass, Electrochromatic inside mirror unit, Heated seat
module, driver side front, Heated seat module, passenger side front, Body security module,
Auxiliary power point. Audio unit, Roof opening panel switch, Door lock switch, passenger side,
Door lock switch, driver side. Power sliding window switch, rear, Roof opening panel module,
Master window adjust switch, Window adjust switch, passenger side. CB power sliding window
switch, rear, Roof opening panel module, Master window adjust switch, Window adjust switch,
passenger side. Relay box in engine compartment ford f The relay box is located in the engine
compartment on the left fender. Skip to content. Exterior rear view mirror switch, Seat adjust
switch, driver side front. Driver seat module. Exterior rear view mirror switch, Seat adjust
switch, driver side front, Driver seat module. Delayed accessory power for audio, power door
lock switch and moon roof switch illumination. I replaced the battery in my F and it wont start It
clicks at the relay but I cant tell where it is. Any one know where the location of the starter relay
is? Mitch answered 10 years ago. Dannyl answered 6 years ago. The starter below has a
solenoid of its own. Cowboy answered 3 years ago. Still not able to find the relay the solo pod is
new from ford as is the starter turned key not even a click all terminals are clean shiner. I have
replaced the starter 3 times in the past two months and went out today and it's out again. New
battery and connectors, new O'Reill I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Where is
the starter relay located on my F? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. While replacing the
starter on a F is not difficult, not having the right tools will make the process a nightmare. One
of the reasons for this is because of the location of the top mounting bolt. Because of little room
and a nasty location, this bolt will require a certain length extension and socket in order to be
removed. Everything else is straight forward. This guide applies to both the 4. The starter is
located on the passenger side of the engine bay, right under the exhaust manifold. There is a
good access spot when you lift one side of the truck up. Start by disconnecting the negative
terminal of the battery. Continue by removing the starter wires. Two of the big nuts are 13mm
and the small one is 10mm. Remove the wires and set them aside. Remove the first mounting
bolt. All of the mounting bolts are 13mm. Follow the starter counter-clockwise and remove the
second bolt. The third bolt is located on top of the starter. You will have to feel it with you
hands. Use an extension to reach it. You may also get to it through the wheel well by using an
extension and a swivel. To show you the location, here is a picture with the starter removed.
Models that have 4. Installation is the reverse of removal. Torque the starter mounting bolts to
18 lb-ft. Reconnect all of the starter cables. Reconnect the battery cable. Name required. E-mail
required, but will not display. Notify me of follow-up comments. Blog Service Guides Audi A4. F
Focus Mustang Fusion. Note a mechanic said get along extension do from top of engine. Is that
true. Artem Vestsorov Never tried it from the top so I can't confirm if that will work but I guess
anything is possible with a long enough extension. Most people go through the wheel well when
they can't get to that bolt. Shawn I took mine out from the top with a wrench, not very hard to do

at all. Rod First THANKS for the info and pix, got me thru in good shape, I took off the front tire,
used my 20" extension,a wobble joint and short 13mm socket to remove top bolt. Going back
put the bottom stud in not tight just able to wiggle starter , then put one layer of plastic tape
around the wobble joint continued down socket, put the bolt in the socket and took a wrap on
the flange of the bolt. Thanks again for the info, as I was stumped till I found this site. Galen
Brilliant! Exchanging the starter took me about 45 minutes, including reconnecting the leads.
Mind you, I didn't even have a lift or creeper. I just laid in my back and scooted under my E
Thanks for the advice because having the right tools fir this and any job is essential. Pat Not
true a 3 inch extension and a deep well 13 reaches it with my snap on set. William Brant F
Bottom and side bolts were simple and easy. Top bolt was very difficult. After some time
fighting with and some choice words. A short extension with a u-joint to give a little flexibly.
Work from top in wheel well. Look for the top bolt with flashlight to get idea where it's at then go
in blind and feel for it with the socket, push socket on to bolt and hold it while you use other
hand to work the ratchet with u joint on end of rachet push into socket start cranking with one
hand keeping socket tight on bolt.. Maybe you or someone may discover a trick to take it out
faster. If you do let me know so I can pass it on to others in my family whom are all pretty much
Ford country.. Great help on my 99 V6. Everything is unbolted, but cant flippin remove it from
the space due to the tranny fluid lines. D Why not take that bolt out first. Landon My 4. I can't get
the second bolt undone cause lack of room. My cat is in the way. Artem Vestsorov Interesting.
What year is your F? You take the second bolt out the same way as you would the 3rd - with an
extension. The tricky part is finding the right length extension. I used 2 long extentions with a
swivel in the middle and had mine replaced in 30 minutes. Dollar Bill I will be changing mine
today. At least it died in my driveway. Forecast to warm up to 15 F degrees, which is warmer
than the past few days. I need this to go as fast as possible! I wanted to thank you for the
pictorial, glad to know where the top bolt is. Hope it goes well for you. Pickles Thanks. Great
help! I've been wrenching a long time, but still review every job before hand. Even simple things
like starters. It never hurts to keep fresh. I too have to change my starter in the cold today. I'm
not a penguin and don't want to be out in the cold any longer than I must. Artem Vestsorov I do
the same thing. There's no such thing as too much information when it comes to wrenching.
Thanks for stopping by. The third bolt wasn't easy at all! Got the new starter installed; but it
started right up Checked my bolts and wire connections, looked good and all. Now all it does is
whine, won't even act like it wants to start The starter was brand new too. Any suggestions,
advice??? I am not a mechanic by the way, I build houses! Artem Vestsorov If it is whining but
not starting then it sounds like the starter drive gear is not engaging the flywheel. I would
double check the wiring and make sure your battery is good. If you are near an auto parts store
like NAPA you can take the starter there to get it bench tested. My guess is it is a bad starter,
even if it was new - it happens. I would also ask around on the F forums. You will get more help
on there. Hope you get this figured out! Rod Quoting Artem Vestsorov: If it is whining but not
starting then it sounds like the starter drive gear is not engaging the flywheel. Travis Sounds
like the cold is affecting a lot of us with starter issues. That being said for us with trucks, if the
starter needs to be replaced is that an indication the rest of the truck is about to go too? I rather
not start dumping money into a starter if everything is going to need to be replaced. Artem
Vestsorov A bad starter is not an indication that the rest of the truck is about to go. The starter
is a regular wear and tear item. In my experience they tend to go bad between , - , miles. It all
depends on how often you use it. John ok I see Artem saying k- k but what about 53k. I called
into my dealer, and my service guy said they need to catch the truck in the act of not wanting to
stop turning over, well I have news for them its not like clock work, doesn't happen all the time
I'm tired of not knowing if the truck will start right up or have to try it a few times, so is it the
starter or sylonoid or both? First it was my backup camera not wanting to work, after 6 attempts
2 cameras, finally the serv guy that I did have before he left, did some research for wks got back
to me with replacing the rear view mirror, warranty thank goodness part. I'm ready for any
advice! Al Thx for info. This will be my 3rd one in 9 years. Next one I did in 'o8. Tomorrow I'm
putting in the 3rd one. Not looking fwd to 3rd bolt. Barely use the darn thing but other day drove
it to work because of weather and all it did was click after sitting in cold for 6 hours. Was getting
ready to hv it towed when tow driver suggested tapping on starter while I tried to start. Sure
enough it started. Must have a flat spot somewhere but not up to rebuilding it. Thx again for
pics - its been awhile since i've been down there. Travis Ha! I had the same advice and sure
enough it worked. Road side assistance said that it typically works but once you start having to
do that then it's a sign that the starter needs to be replaced. Hugh My Starter went in my F
sometime this weekend. A few hrs before leaving for work, found out it's kaput. Now to find one
for a reasonable price and attempt an install, in my drive, in -5 c. Fun, fun, fun This helps alot,
thanks for the tutorial. Dale Hi I was wondering if you have heard of the housing that you attach

starter to cracks a piece actally broke out. I never tightened it that much. Its a f 4. Its a three bolt
starter and its the middle one. Artem Vestsorov Never heard of that one. That is part of the
transmission bell housing and its cast aluminum so cracks are a definite possibility. Maybe
previous owner over tightened it? Jonathan While I was replacing the starter one of the rubber
pegs came off. Will this cause an issue? Artem Vestsorov I don't think it will be an issue right
away but I would be worried about dirt and other debris getting in there and causing problems
later on. Artem Vestsorov In your first message you said you heard clicking - that is usually
caused by a battery that is low on charge. First thing to do is get a new battery or get your
current battery tested. You can always try to jump it again to see if it will start. I would look at
the battery first and then move on to the starter. Brandon I have took off all 3 mounting bolts
and it seems like something is still keeping my starter from coming. Should I try taking a
hammer to it or is there another trick to getting it off. Artem Vestsorov Not a big deal, try
tapping it with a hammer. It should break free then. Brandon I have tried hitting it with a hammer
and I took a pair of 's and it won't come off. Any ideal of what might be keeping it from coming
off. Not sure. Just a maybe. Jim Mine is stuck to ugh this really upsetting! I needed about inch
of extension to get at that top bolt. I have to admit to not looking forward to the installation on
Monday. Good luck. Pat M. Installed bottom bolt first not tight to keep in place then top tight
then side. Chris I need to know which wires are which in the second picture. I am having a short
when connecting the battery cables. I know where the small one goes but I cant seem to get the
other two right? Artem Vestsorov The thick wire on the bottom is the ground wire. You can tell
that one apart because its terminal is bent at almost a 90 degree angle. The other thick wire is
the positive cable. Kaye F. I was able to get to the top bolt pretty easily by removing the wheel.
The truck on jackstands, and there was plenty of working room. With the wheel off, you can get
your hand up in there pretty good. Anyway, we got the thing off, looked at the gears a little
chewed looked at the fly wheel, looked "OK", and put the new one on. Cranked and I can hear
the starter whine, but not seeming to engage anything Any ideas? Did you test-energize the
'new' starter on the bench before you did the install, to make sure the gear is throwing out to
engage the flywheel? BTW, I purchased a 'new' starter at Autozone, and did an energizing test
and it actually installed much easier than the removal. Running great. JoeBongo, no I did not. I
bought direct from Ford. I guess I assumed they did that. Can I pull it out and take to a place like
AutoZone? I wouldn't have a clue how to test it, unless I just have to use the battery? You are
right, it went in quite easily. I guess as others have said, the second time around will be easy!
Remember, mine was a guess bout the whining noise. So, YOU can check just be energizing the
solenoid, which throws the gear out to engage the flywheel. I assume it's out and in the garage
you can take an OK battery and jumper cables and put the neg to the body of the starter unit,
and the positive may need something to extend the jumper cable end or a jumper wire That
bendix gear should "jump' forward toward the flywheel. But, and folks here might frown on this,
you can also just bring it to Autozone for testing. If it does jump forward, it's OK. I was wrong
about the whining noise. If not, either back to Ford, or to Autozone for a confirmation test, and
then back to Ford. It does get easier the second time Very good luck. Artem Vestsorov It should
have 2 bolts. Should be a lot easier to get at those 2. Looks to me the only way to remove it
would be from underneath the vehicle and the stabilizer bar is directly in the way. I've been
having an issue with it grinding when trying to start and then I get clicking sounds from the
dash and the needles on the instrument panel fluctuate for a few seconds. It doesn't do it every
time but does it quite often. Any help would be appreciated. Luis Santos To all u do it
yourselfer's like myself or u guy's that rather save the buck's. Everything they said was correct
except one thing which If i didn't figure it out would have cost me more time cause I would have
removed the exhaust pipe. Is thst u need the 13 MM socket but u need the deep socket then u
add the swivel then u add the extension 10" and two 3" extension's for that top Bolt also two
guy's one should squeeze his hand in there and hold the socket while the other guy work's the
rachet. Good luck we did it following these instruction's on top and we did one Big difference
and it was the deep socket than the swivel. Good Luck. Richard I just replaced my starter today
on my 05 f 5. It does have a 6inch lift so the stabilizer bar isn't an issue But on installation the
10mm bolt for the solenoid cracked the black insulation Will that be a factor or can I use some
silicone to seal it Dog I have a F 4. Gene Moore I see other people have had problems geting the
starter loose from the bell housing once the three bolts were removed. This is my problem as
well. I have hit it with a hammer but any harder and I'm afraid I might do some major damage to
the gear. Is it possible it might be engaged? I have had the battery tested and its quite healthy,
but I get the clicking sound when I try to start the truck so I'm assuming the starter is the
problem. Just gotta get it off. John Quoting Jesse: Got all three bolts off after some cussing and
discussing, Starter still wouldn't come off. Ground bolt had two nuts on it tried taking off the
second nut and the whole bolt came off. Starter still won't come off. Will try the hammer with

something long enough to reach the starter. It's been a rolyal PIK pain in my knuckles. Thanks
for the pics. This with right sized extensions get that difficult bolt. I was told several times that's
the problem I don't to replace things if not sure Corey Quoting james good: When I crank my
engine no noise no crank Artem Vestsorov If you are able to start the truck by jumping the relay
then the starter is not the problem. I would look upstream. You said you replaced the starter
relay - if you have the anti-theft module then you will also have an additional starter interrupt
relay that may be at fault or was triggered by the anti-theft module. Since you replaced the
neutral safety switch I'm betting that the problem is with either the clutch Interlock switch
jumper or with the ignition switch itself. Corey Turns out it was the starter causing my problems
after all. In frustration I took the truck to my local mechanic and was told the starter wasn't
disengaging properly. He said that's why I could still start it by jumping the relay. That
explanation didn't make sense to me, but it did fix the problem so I've moved on. Bill The
problem is your solenoid is bad use motorcraft brand starter solenoid as they are more
dependable. Barrie sargent Sometimes you get lucky: mine was not the original, and whoever
installed it or the tranny folks, as that was new when I bought it left the top bolt off. My decision
now is whether to do likewise. KyleWith I just installed a new starter in my 4. Very thing went
smoothly until I fired it up. The truck started alright but the start I'm betting is whining and wont
stop. I don't know much, just enough to undo bolts and nuts. Jesse Got all three bolts off after
some cussing and discussing, Starter still wouldn't come off. Josh Can someone tell me the
size of the mounting bolts? I know the head is 13mm but what is the length and width of the bolt
itself. I replaced mine on the side of the road and lost a bolt. So right now I am driving around
with only the two lower bolts installed. Oh also I know I could just remove one of the bolts and
measure it but frankly I don't want to. But I will if I can't find out in the warmth of my easy chair.
Harris Great job with the explanation and the Photo were the best I have ever seen on the repair
websites. I did not know they even made one that size but it worked perfect. Mike 5. Any
suggestions? Instrument panel says check gauges, not sure what that means. It is sitting there
disconnected in the void where I am desperate to put the new starter. It is not attached in any
way, it simply will not fit thru the available spaces to remove it. Peter I am having the same
problem as you. I have removed the starter but I cannot get it out of the space it sits in. I tried
turning it every which way and it will not come out. Do you have any tips for me? Pat Quoting
wendy: Apparently I am the only person on the planet that had virtually no problems removing
the bolts, etc on a ford f Cam McElwee I'm having trouble figuring out why my Ford f has a
difficult starting problem with clean connections, new starter, new firewall relay and charged
battery that has been load tested good. Just doesn't crank, just a click and the starter
disengages. The motor turns via strong arm but no go by starter. Im lost. Bryan It appears my
transmission lines are in the way. Is this the case or am I missing something? Henri Bergeron
Do I really need to put the top bolt in back in the truck? I'm hoping I really do need it. Jon fel
What is the size of the two top bolts on the starter for a ford f 4. I lost two bolts and need to get
new ones. Frank I recently replaced one. Make sure to have a ratchet, extension 6in , 13mm
shallow and deep socket, 10mm and 13mm wrench on hand. Everything can be done on the
ground. It is much harder to try to do everything from top. Tony Replaced the starter on my '05
F It was a royal pain in the ss. I recommend having a professional do it if you want to keep your
sanity. After I got everything hooked back up, I connected the battery and I heard to starter
come on I'm pretty sure it was the starter. The wires I'm sure are all hooked up correctly. I had
to take the solenoid off to get to 2 of the bolts. Is it possible that I reconnected it wrong. There is
a plastic pin that comes out of the solenoid, does that have to snap back in some special way?
Does anyone have any ideas? William Will a 4. William Will a Ford f 4. I need to replace my
starter. I'm trying to figure out what other models have starters that are interchangeable with
mine. Can you help me out? It helps to have a spotter stick their head in the passenger side
wheel well, with a light they can guide you right to it. Beck Finally got the old starter off my 4.
The new starter has a wire already on the solenoid that reads"do not remove this lead, crimp the
wire and heat shrink" Do I really need to do this? Why can't I just use the same wires that were
attached to the old starter? Shaikh Alamin-Khasho I left the wire in and put a heat shrink on the
tip. After reconnecting everything, it fired right up. Smithd62 If you are going for best contents
like myself, simply go to see this site all cdebdgdeddeegbe c. Jantelly I got the 2 bolts out but
the top is just not coming loose. I even tried an impact gun and it still didn't come loose. Any
suggestions?? FlashCadillac '98 F 4. Took the right front wheel off. Got both the top bolts off
and on by reaching through the wheel well. Have no idea how we would have gotten to them
otherwise. Thank you for the tutorial, it was very, very helpful. Took 1 hour and 15 minutes but
spent some time looking for tools. Don't do this every day. Having the help of my year old son
with all the assets of youth was the key. Oh, it was the original Motorcraft starter with , miles on
it. Been a good truck. Howard Doesn't help me. Can't get the old starter out. I have the 2 steel

lines you show to one side in your pic, right under my starter. No way to get old one out. Larry
Quoting Artem Vestsorov: The thick wire on the bottom is the ground wire. Unfortunately there
was not enough room to operate the ratchet due to the radiator fan and shroud. Once I removed
them 45 minutes , I was able to use the ratchet to break the bolt loose. Had I removed the fan
and shroud earlier I would have saved a day's work. The bottom bolt removed easily from under
the car. I then disassembled the solenoid with a mini ratcheting wrench and Philips bit. So much
easier to attach the 10mm socket to the second bolt as well as the top bolt from under the car
lying on my back with the solenoid out of the way. Installation of the 93 Grand Marquis mile
vehicle with rusted out frame used starter was done in about one hour. Hope this helps
someone. Tom Replaced starter on 06 f 5. Thank you Tom B. A J Parmalee I have a F 4. Had to
replace the starter twice one bad one from parts store. The upper bolt was a bear, finally got it
out, kept having problems getting bolt back in. Solution: I installed a stud, which helped me line
everything up too. Worked for me. I did use a 13mm deep socket, with an extension,do n't
remember what length. Used a stud on the one which has the ground wire on it also. That all
wrked well, having some other electrical problems but that is another story. Ruben On my v6 4.
Nolan Personally, I had trouble getting getting the top bolt through the wheel well, I figured why
not take the solenoid off to make some more room? This enabled me to have more access to
the side and top bolt. I will admit it was a challenge to get it set up and keep the socket in the
head of the bolt, but once I got it in the right spot that sucker broke like bugger all. Turn out by
hand with extension. I hope this helps and saves someone from taking apart their wheel well.
Stephanus Nell Just remove the solenoid first , easy peezy. Refresh comments list. Power
distribution box location Passenger compartment fuse panel Relay box 4. Relay box 5. Primary
battery fuses megafuses. Power distribution box Power distribution box is located in driver's
side of engine compartment. Fuse box diagram , model year. Fuse box diagram model year.
Door lock switch, driver side , Door lock switch, passenger side , Central Security Module
Running board lamp, left front, Running board lamp, left rear, Running board lamp, right front,
Running board lamp, right rear. Running board lamp, left front, Running board lamp, left rear,
Running board lamp, right front, Running board Samp, right rear. The fuse panel is located
below and to the left of the steering wheel by the brake pedal. Remove the panel cover to
access the fuses. To remove a fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse panel cover.
Fuse box diagram Ford F Fuse box layout Mirror turn signal relay, left, Mirror turn signal relay,
right, Exterior rear view mirror switch 17B In-line luse 2, Radio Clutch pedal position switch,
Clutch triple function switch jumper, Centra! Relay box 1 Ford F Relay box 2 Ford F Relay box 3
Ford F Relay box 4 Ford F Auxiliary relay box 4 is located behind left side of instrument panel.
Relay box 5 Ford F Auxiliary relay box 5 is located behind right side of instrument panel. Bi-fuel
relay module. Primary battery fuses megafuses F Ford recommends that megafuses only be
serviced by a qualified service technician. Skip to content. Heated seat module, passenger side
front. Heated seat module, driver side front 14C Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the
eleventh-generation Ford F, produced from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Ford F , , ,
and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the
assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. The fuse panel is located under the right-hand
side of the instrument panel behind the cover. Remove the trim panel and fuse box cover to
access the fuses. To remove the fuse box cover, place a finger behind the PULL tab and your
thumb above the PULL tab as shown in the illustration, then pull the cover off. To reinstall the
fuse box cover, place the top part of the cover on the fuse panel, then push the bottom part of
the cover until you hear it click shut. Gently pull on the cover to make sure it is seated properly.
The relay box is located in the engine compartment on the left fender. How to check the fuses?
How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Ford F Table
of Contents. Fuse box location. Fuse box diagrams. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We
use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to
use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Delayed accessory
power for audio, power door lock switch and moonroof switch illumination. Delayed accessoiy
power for audio, power door lock switch and moonroof switch illumination. Delayed accessoiy
power for audio, power door lock switch and moon roof switch illumination. Fuse box diagram
fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays Ford F , , , , , , , If electrical parts in
your vehicle are not working, the system may have been overloaded and blown a fuse or tripped
a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair any electrical parts, check the appropriate fuses
or circuit breakers. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band
is broken or melted, replace the fuse. The fuse panel is located behind the lid below and to the
left of the steering wheel by the brake pedal. Pull the panel cover outward to access the fuses.
To remove a fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse panel cover. Necessary cookies
are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes

cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies
do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for
the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Always disconnect the battery before
servicing high current fuses. Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage
rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could
start a fire. Never replace a broken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. Use always an
intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows again contact a qualified service center. Main Page.
This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but
you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Autolamp module, Transmission overdrive control switch,
Central security module , Beltminder The ECM, or electronic control module , is the computer
responsible for controlling all of the engine management functions. It is the central control unit
of most vehicles and controls a variety of functions, such as electrical system power
distribution, emissions, ignition, and fuel systems. It is a very important, if not the most
important component of a modern engine management system, and just the same as any other
important electrical component it is powered through a relay. If the relay fails, or has any issues
, it can cause the vehicle to have all sorts of problems, and may even render it undriveable.
Usually a problem with the ECM power relay will produce a few symptoms that can alert the
driver of a problem that should be serviced. One of the first symptoms of a problem with the
ECM power relay is no power when the key is inserted. If the ECM power relay fails it can cut off
power to the entire vehicle. A failed relay will disable the dash lights and warning chimes that
normally come on when the key is inserted into the ignition, and will probably be unable to start
or turn over the vehicle. Another common symptom of a problem with the ECM power relay is
an engine that will not start or turn over. The fuel and ignition systems, as well as several other
engine management functions, of many vehicles are controlled by the ECM. A bad relay may
cause the vehicle to crank, but not start , or sometimes not even crank at all. A failed ECM
power relay can also cause a battery drain or dead battery. If the relay shorts it can leave power
on to the computer, even when the vehicle is turned off. This will place a parasitic drain on the
battery, which will eventually cause it to go dead. Without it the entire engine management
system will be disabled and the vehicle will not run. For this reason, if you suspect that your
ECM power relay may be having an issue, have the vehicle inspected by a professional
technician, such as one from YourMechanic, to determine if the relay should be replaced. The
most popular service booked by readers of this article is Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection.
Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil
changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and
tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for
your car repair. Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Cost. Service Location. No power when the
key is inserted One of the first symptoms of a problem with the ECM power relay is no power
when the key is inserted. Engine will not start Another common symptom of a problem with the
ECM power relay is an engine that will not start or turn over. Battery drain or dead battery A
failed ECM power relay can also cause a battery drain or dead battery. Home Articles. The
statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently
verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings.
YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection
reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Luis 22 years of experience. Request Luis. Showed
up and took a look to tell me all my options. Once we decided how to move forward, got the job
done quickly and walked me through everything that was done. Will definitely use him again highly recommended. Ford Escape - Car is not starting - Austin, Texas. Friendly, fast,
knowledgable, and trustworthy! Victor 35 years of experience. Request Victor. Kenneth 20 years
of experience. Request Kenneth. Kenneth performed excellent, conscientious service. Diana 18
years of experience. Request Diana. Diana provided great professional insight on resolving
speciifc issues with my vehicle. Will definitely recommend to friends and and family. Need Help
With Your Car? Related articles. How to Replace an Air Injection Pump Belt Although some air
pump injection belts can last as long as a vehicle, some may break down. Here's a guide on

how to replace it when necessary. Read more. Your car has two manifolds â€” an intake
manifold and an exhaust manifold. Both serve essential purposes, but the one most likely to
How to Replace a Door Lock Relay Electric door locks work via a door lock relay located near
the brake pedal, behind the stereo, behind the passenger air bag, or under the hood. Related
questions Fuel pump will not kick on and all the fuaes and relays are fine and its hooked up
right, what is the problem? You have a circuit opening relay behind the glove box and the EFI
relay in the main fuse box in the engine compartment. You will need to have the complete circuit
checked to see if they are supplying power. Service Engine Soon light driving problems Any
one, or more, out of a list of thousands of Diagnostic Trouble Codes could have caused your
vehicle's Check Engine Light to illuminate. Even given your very well stated description of what
occurred, no "one" of these many codes Any tips on how to get the shaft out of transmission.
Hello, thank you for writing in. There are a few things you can try. The most commonly utilized
options includes larger and longer tools for more leverage. If you are attempting to save the
axle you are removing, you will Browse other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Electrical
Inspection today! Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.
Updated: January 31, Climb into your car. Buckle up for safety. Turn the key in the ignition
andâ€¦ nothing. Nothing but a click. Could be a dead battery. But since the dash lights and the
radio and the headlamps seem to be working, maybe something else is the culprit. Relay vs.
When you turn the key to start your car, you are activating the ignition switch. Like most of the
switches in your vehicle, the ignition switch controls only a low-powered signal, in this case to
start the engine. But the starter itself requires a lot of power. Certainly more than the tiny wires
running to the ignition switch can handle. The starter is tasked with the job of getting the
internal parts of the engine turning, and that requires a lot of torque, thereby requiring more
power. So automakers insert a device that enables a low-power signal to trigger a high-power
signal. That way, a big job like starting an engine can be enabled by a small switch. Both a relay
and a solenoid are devices that receive a low-power signal as a trigger to close or sometimes
open a much larger circuit with more power. Now the terms relay and solenoid are often used
interchangeably and there is a lot of confusion about which is which. Hopefully we do not add
to the confusion. So, in that manner the terms are often used in place of one another. Because
of its construction and manner of operation, a solenoid is usually capable of switching a higher
current than a relay. Still, one person might refer to a starter relay and another to a starter
solenoid. Further muddying the water, these devices are located in different places on different
vehicles. And some manufacturers use both a relay and a solenoid in the ignition system. In
that case, the relay will trigger the solenoid. Signs of a bad starter solenoid. Because it is more
common to run into problems with the starter solenoid than with a plug-in relay, for our
purposes we will focus on symptoms related to the solenoid. Consider these possible signs of a
failing or bad starter solenoid when you turn the key:. Nothing happens. If you engage the
ignition and it does nothing, there are a number of problems that could account. One possibility
is the solenoid. This could mean that the solenoid is trying to engage but that the internal
components are stuck and unable to work properly. But a faulty solenoid that fails to make
adequate electrical contact inside can also produce this tell-tale sound. If the starter engages
but does not disengage when you let go of the key , the solenoid is likely bad and the starter
may suffer significant damage as a result. Intermittent operation can be a sign of a failing starter
solenoid. Other issues that present like a bad solenoid. Problems that might cause your car to
act like it has a bad starter solenoid can include:. Bad battery - If the battery voltage is low it will
be unable to provide enough power to start your engine. Blown fuse - Sometimes the simplest
explanation is the best one. A blown fuse in the starter circuit could be the cause of a no-start
problem. Broken or corroded wiring - Damaged or dirty wires to the battery or to the starter
solenoid or wires that are loose can prevent sufficient power from reaching the starter. It also
recharges the battery. If the alternator is bad, the battery may not be capable of starting the
engine. Starter - Some solenoids are mounted to the starter, but some are located directly inside
the starter housing. When this is the case, it may be necessary to replace the entire starter
when the solenoid goes bad. Sometimes the starter itself is the problem. Electrical issues can
be annoying and inconvenient. They can also be hazardous and can cause damage. If you run
into symptoms of a bad starter relay or solenoid with your car, truck, or SUV, make sure to have
a trusted tec
2014 ford focus stereo
mini cooper r53 timing chain replacement instructions
crz maintenance schedule
hnician to diagnose the specific problem. View All Posts Next Previous. Solenoid When you
turn the key to start your car, you are activating the ignition switch. Signs of a bad starter

solenoid Because it is more common to run into problems with the starter solenoid than with a
plug-in relay, for our purposes we will focus on symptoms related to the solenoid. Other issues
that present like a bad solenoid Problems that might cause your car to act like it has a bad
starter solenoid can include: Bad battery - If the battery voltage is low it will be unable to
provide enough power to start your engine. This article is intended only as a general guidance
document and relying on its material is at your sole risk. This reservation of rights is intended
to be only as broad and inclusive as is permitted by the laws of your State of residence. Tags:
Electrical System. Get Quote. Thank you for your quote request. A representative will get back
to you shortly. For immediate assistance please call.

